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shown in D, which locks the door. Under this condi
tion, the machine is released and the desired operation
of the machine can be made. However, before he can
leave the cabin, he must reverse lever I, as shown in
sketch C. This operation unlocks the door and allows
it to be opened.
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so, the door-locking feature is restored and he reverses
lever I so that the door will be unlocked and ready for
the first trainman who enters. When the trainman en
ters the tower, he proceeds in the usual manner, first
closing the door and restoring lever I to normal, as
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Mechanical Selector for Interlocker
By C. A. Williams

Supervisor of Signal Construction, Atlantic Coast Line,
Wilmingrton, N. C.

AT one of our cabin-door interlockings recently, i~

was desired to arrange the operation of the
machine so that the tower could be used part of the
time as a regular cabin-door interlocking and the rest

(Lever 9

of the time as a standard interlocking, with the door
lock feature inoperative. In order to accomplish this,
considerable thought was given to a suitable arrange
ment, and finally a mechanical selector was devised, as
shown in the drawing.

This device utilizes the equalizer principle. Refer
ring to A in the drawing; when lever 9 is reversed and
lever I is revel'sed, the cabin door is unlocked and the
door-lock feature remains inoperative as long as lever 9
remains reversed. This is the condition found when
the regular leverman is on duty. As shown at B imme
diately ·below the first diagram, the restoring of lever I

to the normal position releases the other levers in the
machine, so that the desired operation of the machine
can be made. However, when the regular operator
goes off duty, he places lever 9 in the normal position,
as shown in -diagram C and locks this lever with a me
chanical screw release or otherwise. \i\fhen he does
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Emergency Bonding Clamp
By L. Spickler
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A ' elll"r,;ency r~il hon<i is ",me I 1e, J e
when, "a I-n laying program i~ In pI' 'I:;fl . Th~

clamp type of hand shown in the sket h ln~ proved
to be effcctn c in these cases. The bond wire i" placed
in the small end o[ the clamp and the ~d ~t n ,v '11'
the left end is tightened. The large e'FI <Ii tht (Illnp
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Detail construction of mechanical selector


